About Us
eBioSys is a biological software
company formed from the
synergy
of
medical
and
computer
scientists
with
publications in the world’s top
journals and over 18 years
experience
in
designing,
developing and distributing
award winning systems in the
biological and medical fields.
eBioSys is committed to providing innovative, high
quality, cost effective software solutions to the
biological sciences.
Try eLab Today!












Industry leading compliance
Worklist based task assignment
Comprehensive workflow creation and
control
Flexible sample management and search
Powerful project management tools
True to life visual representations
Integrated label design and printing
Result and document management
Data backup and restore
Advanced security
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Download a fully functional trial version of eLab
from our website www.ebiosys.com and experience
the power of eLab today.

The Laboratory Information Management System

eLab is the powerful, easy to use Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS) that
improves sample throughput and reduces IT costs in
a single industry compliant solution. eLab empowers
your staff to take control of the management of
tasks, users, workflows and protocols as well as
maintaining sample storage and much more.

Efficient Workflows

Cost Effective

eLab workflows assist users in defining how activities
are performed and interrelated. The workflow
builder graphical interface simplifies the creation of
methods and protocols by allowing users to drag
and drop appropriate components from the
workflow toolbox, set their properties, and link them
with constraints. Workflows enforce business rules
and improve laboratory practices.

To meet business-critical operational requirements
and maintain a competitive advantage laboratories
are seeking to implement simpler and easier to
manage IT environments that reduce acquisition
and support costs while maintaining flexibility to
meet changing business needs. eLab is the
comprehensive, cost effective solution to laboratory
information management.
Regulatory Compliance
A key motivation underlying the creation of eLab
was a reduction in the regulatory compliance
burden that is increasingly being placed on
laboratories. Particular attention has been given to
implementing a strict interpretation of the FDA’s 21
CFR Part 11 regulation while future-proofing
installations against changes in guidelines and levels
of enforcement.

Powerful Simplicity
An intuitive streamlined workspace makes eLab
easy to use and is supported by a contextually
aware menu system. Employing a user interface
that works the way you do provides the foundation
for better productivity and a more leveraged data
environment.
Quality Data
Advanced Project Management
Powerful project management tools allow you to
manage projects more efficiently and effectively.
Stay informed, control project work, maintain
deadlines and make better decisions based on
real-time business metrics.

In the world of modern laboratories the focus is on
data quality. This is the world for which eLab was
designed. We have made substantial investments
to better connect users to their data and ensure
the highest standards of industry compliance. In
short you get more work done for less effort and
achieve greater confidence in your results.

Simple Sample Management
eLab makes it easier to
manage
your
samples.
Employ advanced searching
capabilities to find samples
based on attached metadata and then sort and view
the results the way you want.
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